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1.0 Consultation Response 

1.1 This response relates to the ongoing examination of the Draft Suffolk Coastal Local Plan 

and Hearing Document H20 – Statement of Housing Land Supply, which the council is 

currently consulting upon. 

1.2 This response is made in relation to the supply and monitoring of specialist 

accommodation provision within the Suffolk Coastal District. 

1.3 Whilst we are awaiting the Inspector’s comments regarding the effectiveness of the 

specialist accommodation policies within the Emerging Local Plan (eLP), the Local 

Authority have made their position clear in that they do not see a reason to currently 

adjust their method of achieving a significant boost in the supply of housing for older and 

disabled people, despite acknowledging there may be the requirement to do so in the 

future1  (there is a significant likelihood of such a circumstance given the projected 

increase in those aged 65+). This approach is particularly alarming given that Suffolk 

Coastal has a population that is on average older that the County, Regional and National 

averages; the lack of specialist housing completions; the question marks surrounding the 

deliverability of the sites that have achieved planning consent for specialist housing 

(some of which are allocated within the eLP); and the lack of certainty around the 

provision of specialist accommodation within proposed allocations (as discussed later in 

this document). 

1.4 For ease of reference and to demonstrate the concerns highlighted above, the 

‘Residential Institutions’ section from the ‘Statement of Housing Land Supply Appendices 

as at 31 March 2019’2  has been recreated below (Table 1). ‘Residential Institutions’ by 

definition within the eLP is C2 accommodation, and is the only section of the AMR which 

includes any delivery of specialist accommodation for older and disabled people. There 

is no mention of the delivery of age-restricted or retirement housing within the AMR, 

which would be included within specialist accommodation given it is not available / 

appropriate for the general market. Specific cells have been shown filled yellow to 

highlight deliverability concerns.

                                                
1 “the Council considers that an approach by which the policies are further strengthened would be an appropriate way 
in which the emphasis placed on specialist housing for older people in the new PPG could be responded to, and 
which retains the flexibility to react to changing circumstances over the Plan period.” – Para. 17 - Note on specialist 
and older persons housing, September 13th 2019. 
2 
https://suffolkcoastallocalplan.inconsult.uk/consult.ti/SuffolkCoastalExamination2019/viewContent?contentid=389011 

https://suffolkcoastallocalplan.inconsult.uk/consult.ti/SuffolkCoastalExamination2019/viewContent?contentid=389011
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Table 1: Residential Institutions - Statement of Housing Land Supply Appendices (Pages 80-83)
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Table 2: Analysis of Statement of Housing Land Supply Appendices (31/03/19) 

1.5 Table 2 summarises the delivery of specialist housing between 2019-2024, and post 2024 

– it should be noted that this requirement does not include retirement or age-restricted 

accommodation, and therefore represents a far lower specialist housing need given the 

narrow interpretation of specialist housing applied by the Local Authority. It is clear that 

there is a current and projected significant under-delivery of specialist accommodation 

within the first 5 years of the eLP, and uncertainty as to how this shortfall as well as the 

overall need will be addressed beyond 2024, given the site allocations within the eLP do 

not quantify any provision for specialist accommodation, nor do they place a specific 

requirement on developers to secure any such provision.  

1.6 Specialist accommodation, as the name suggests, is specialist in nature and therefore to 

suggest that general housebuilders will deliver this on their sites is inappropriate – this 

was supported by the representations made during the examination by various parties. 

Other Local Plans (as shown in our Hearing Statements) have dealt with an ageing 

population effectively through a specific policy that allows specialist accommodation to be 

delivered outside of settlement boundaries on unallocated sites, provided that certain strict 

criteria are met. Given that the Suffolk Coastal District is predicted to see a significant rise 

in those aged 65+ above the already high base, it seems prudent to consider a specific 

policy.  

1.7 Suffolk Coastal have acknowledged the challenge of a significant ageing population (as 

stated above) within their ‘Note on specialist and older persons housing’ dated 13th 

September 2019, and we would support their approach that “This could include the 

inclusion of a requirement for specific consideration to be given to whether specialist 
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accommodation could be provided to meet an identified need on sites of a certain scale”, 

provided it relates to new sites not currently identified within the eLP, and reflected the 

adopted policies mentioned in the paragraph above. Given the Council are not proposing 

to make specific site allocations for older people, it is important that unallocated sites are 

considered for specialist accommodation as it will allow specialist housing developers to 

acquire land at viable levels to ensure delivery. Any site allocated for general market 

housing will have little incentive to pursue a lower value use, such as specialist housing, 

unless it is specifically prescribed within the site allocation policy. Each site will still need 

to be assessed on an individual basis, weighing the benefits against the harm of the 

proposal, giving the Council certainty that development can still be focused towards the 

more sustainable locations in line with their spatial strategy, and seek to improve the 

prospects of achieving a 5-year housing land supply that includes meeting the specialist 

diverse needs of an ageing population.  

1.8 Given the above, the additional guidance provided within the PPG in relation to ‘Older and 

Disabled People’ and the representations submitted at previous stages of the eLP in 

relation to specialist housing, it is critical that the Council take positive steps to significantly 

boost the supply of specialist housing. 
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